Abstract This paper proposes GMPLS-capable Lambda-on-Demand to adjust the number of load-balanced endto-end lambdas according to the traffic volume while successfully sharing lambda resources to connect between any two of three nodes for the first time.
Lambda-on-Demand scheme
illustrates the network configuration for this study. Gigabit Ethernet link (GbE) #1 traverses Router #1, PXC #1, PXC #3, and Router #3. GbE #2 connects Router #1 to Router #3 via PXC #1-#3. On the other hand, GbE #3 and GbE #4 are connected by Router #2 and Router #3 via PXC #2 and PXC #3. Tester #1 and Tester #2 generate and send packets to Tester #3. GbE #2 and GbE #4 share lambda resources between PXC #2 and PXC #3. The traffic volume per second fluctuates between 200 Mbps and 1.6 Gbps. As shown in Fig. 1 , we developed and installed three Lambda-on-Demand-capable control servers supporting SNMP, Telnet, GMPLS, and a proprietary protocol to collaborate with the other control servers. Figure 2 shows an example of a messaging diagram among control servers and PXCs to establish or delete GbE #2 to increase or decrease the total link capacity between Router #1 and Router #3.
When we run Lambda-on-Demand between Router #1 and Router #3 and set up GbE #1, we initiate Control server #1 (see the initial step). At that time, both Control server #1 and Control server #3 independently select an available Link Aggregation Group (LAG) number. In addition, the control servers exchange information pertaining to the selected LAG number. Next, the interworked control servers check and select the available interfaces to terminate GbE #1. On the other hand, Control server #1 sets up GbE #1 via GMPLS in collaboration with Control server #3 and the PXCs. The control servers also activate the selected interfaces and eventually add the selected interfaces into the LAG via Telnet. Subsequently, Control server #1 monitors the traffic on GbE #1 via SNMP every 8 seconds.
Fig. 1. Network Configuration
When the traffic volume per second on GbE #1 exceeds 800 Mbps, the interworked control servers check and select the available interfaces that belong in the selected LAG (see the increase step). Next, Control server #1 establishes GbE #2 to connect the selected interfaces via GMPLS. Furthermore, the interworked control servers activate the interfaces and add the selected interfaces into the LAG via Telnet. The packets streaming on GbE #1 and GbE
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#2 are distributed to the GbE links using Link Aggregation, based on the round-robin algorithm. When the traffic volume per second on GbE #1 and that on GbE #2 are below 300 Mbps, the interworked control servers release the interfaces from the LAG and deactivate the interfaces at the edges of GbE #2 via Telnet (see the decrease step). Finally, Control server #1 deletes GbE #2 via GMPLS. The messaging to adjust the number of loadbalanced parallel lambdas between Router #2 and Router #3 is similar to the above messaging.
Fig. 2. Messaging diagram
Lambda sharing between GbE #2 and GbE #4 Figure 3 shows an example of the experimental results when adjusting the number of load-balanced parallel lambdas (total link capacity) in response to the actual traffic volume in the lambdas as a function of the elapsed time. Figure 3(a) shows the total link capacity and the actual traffic between Router #1 and Router #3. Figure 3(b) shows the total link capacity and the actual traffic between Routers #2-#3.
After the actual traffic volume between Router #1 and Router #3 increases to 800 Mbps, Control server #1 sets up GbE #2 at the elapsed time of approximately 28 seconds. Therefore, the total link capacity increases to 2 Gbps, and the actual traffic reaches 1. As expected, the lambda resources are shared by GbE #2 and GbE #4, between 28 seconds and 110 seconds, according to the traffic volume on GbE #1-#4. Moreover, sharing is performed without IP routing disruption and packet loss as shown in Fig. 3(a) .
Conclusions
This paper proposed a traffic-driven Lambda-onDemand protocol that shares lambda resources successfully for the first time. The protocol provides control and management through the interworking of the proprietary resource managing protocol, GMPLS, SNMP, Telnet, and Link Aggregation. 
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